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ABSTR.ACT

Integration by parts is analyzed by means of delta funcüion methods'

Differentiation is done by convolution against the derivative of the delta

fturction. single and double integration by parts between finite and in-finite

limits âre done with delta functions. Fundamental Theorem of calculus is

discussed.

Calculus of variations is done using delta functions instead of

integtation by parts. Taylor's theorem is written out with delta functions, to

illustrate a duality with moment expansions.
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CTIAPTER I..

Introduction

In Professor Finlaysort's course on differential equations, he points out

various situations in which an operation on a continuous ftmction can be

compared to a simple vector or matrix calculation' The most basic example is

the vector dot product, If ä ' Ë = 0, then two vectors ä arrd 6^ ate orthogonal.
oof

gimif¿¡¡ly, if J f@)C@d.x = 0, then f and. g can be said to be orthogonal. It

therefore *ukä ,.rr." to call the above integral expression the "dot product of

f and g". (We will sometimes drop the integral sign and write '/'g".)

Under the Fourier Transformation, the dot product of two fu¡ctions is

an invariant, Power calculations are a good example. If the total power

delivered to a load is given bv ) u(t)í(t)dt, do we not expect to egt the same -co

value when we calculate po*"-iin the frequency domain, i."., J v{r)t*{r)art

We should therefore be free to write "u' j", without specifying dãe domain or

frequency domain,

Quantum mechanics provides another example.

representaüion, we find the scalar quantity <o lP>, indicating a calculation to

be done on two state vectors. If we represent the particle in position space,

ühen a(*) ard Þ(*) are Sch¡oedinger wave functions, and <q, lBt is th" dot

product of cr, and B. If we take Fourier Tlansforms of c¿ and p, we getÁ(p) and

B(p), which correspond to representation of ühe same particle in momentum

In Dirac's



space. The dot product ofA and B should evaluate the same physical q"utt'itl

as the dot product of a and B, because the only thing different is the set of

basis functions \¡¡ith which we choose to describe the particle, Therefore, cr'B

should be invarianü under Fourier Transforms'

\ilhy is ühe dot producü important for vectors? Iü evaluates a quantity

which is independent of the basis used to represent the vectors. For example,

work is (force) x (displacement)' Without dot products, we can express this

mathematically only by choosing a coordinate system and writing

W = f.dx * frdl + fdz. The signiñcance of work is much more clearly shown

by writing iü as w = Ê¿d where the calculation does not seem to depend on

choice ofcoordinates. This example suggests that those properties offunctions

which have the deepest physical sigrrificance should be those which do not

depend on the basis we use to describe the functions.

Under this criterion, is the derivative of a function physically

signiñcant? We can indeed evaluate the derivative of a function f(t) at the

origin by takingfft).õ'(t). This same dot product can be evaluated for different

representations off, For example, if we take Fourier transforms, then the

calculation becomeg F(s)'s' In this case, we can identifu the first moment of

the transformed function with the derivative of the original function.

This example does not prove that the derivative is a physically

significanü quantity. It does, however, show that a particular quantity, which

we all believe is sigrrificanü, can in fact be expressed in a form, i,e', the dot
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ofproducü, which does not require us to explicitly state the system

representation, or basis, with which we choose to describe the function.

In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we pursue the connection between

derivatives and moments, and show that the description of a function in terme

of its Taylor series is related to the description of the Fourier Transform in

terms of its momenü exPansion.

Chapter 3 of this thesis ¿lescribes a typical problem in variational

calculus. The technique of solubion calls for the conversion of an integral

equation into a differential equation. ordinarily, this step is accomplished via

integration by parts. The author first solved the problem in question by a self-

taught. method which seemed to avoid integration by parts, using instead a

delta function interpretation of the perturbing function as suggested by

Feynman, The success of tfiis method on this particular problem led the

author to work out solutions to several other classical variational problems,

notably, the catenary and brachistochrone, using the same technique. Finally,

it seemed that it would be .worthwhile to investigate the connecüion between

delüa functions and integration by parts. This became the subject ofchapter 2

of the thesis, The result is to present a mathematical development of

integration by parts, whichjustifies the regults shown in Chapters 3 and 4'

In fact, Chapter 2 goes into considerably more depth ühan is required for

the subsequenü sections, in order to presenü a reasonably complete picture of

what we mieht caU the "operaüional" view of integration by parts' Section 2.1
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outlines the connection between delta functions and differentiation, as stated

in various standard works. section 2,2 uses this machinery to illustrate the

"weak form,' of integration by parts,i.e,, when the calculation is between

infinite limits. Here we poinü ouü conceptual linkages with quantum

mechanics and linear algebra.

Section 2,3 expands the scope of Section 2'2 by introducing the

characteristic function on an interval to allow us to handle cases ofinteglation

by parts between finite limits. section 2.4 shows the generalization to multiple

execution of integration by parts.

Section 2,5 goes back to the fundamental Theorem of Calculus' In

showing how to do this with delta functions, an extension is clearly suggested

to functions of several variables; in particular, with regard to the divergence

theorem, which is the 2-d analog of the Fu¡damental Theorem'

Throughout this thesis, we will sometimes want to refer to first or

higher order derivatives of the delta function, To faciliüate readabiliüy, we will

make use of the following convention. "The delta function" will indicate the

delta function itself, while "delta functions" (without the definite article) will

encompass the detta function and its derivatives. In some cases, we will use

"the delta function" to indicate a specific derivative, where the meaning is clear

from context.



CIIAPTER 2.

Integration bY Parts

2.1. Differentiation

The remarks in this section correspond to the ideas developed in Carrier

and Pearson (1976) and other standard works, Since we will be taking

derivatives of the delta function, we will define it in terms of a normalized

Gaussian whose variance approaches zero, as follows:

õ(x) 2tjry-fie'ø'Pt' (1)

We are familiar with the facü that when a function is multiplied by the delta

funcüion and integrated, the result is the value of that function at the origin,

i.e.:

cô
ft
) õ(xv1c)ùc = f(o) Q)

It is also true, but less widely recognized, thaü a similar result arises when the

derivative of the delta function is used,

õ'(r)f(*)dx = -f (0)

This can be proven for suitable f via integration by parts. But it is more easily

remembered by thinking of õ'(r) as two large spikes very close together with

(3)i



opposite signs:

I
¡

'when we take the dot product of these two functions, we can think of the first

spike as evaluating f at' -e, the second spike evaluatin g f at' +e' Eq' (3) is

plausible ifwe recall, from the definition ofthe derivative, that:

f,(o) =þ:-flÐ-

It is natural to generalize these ideas to higher derivatives, i'e':

ooI
f(Ø = ) õ(-x)f(x)dx

Furthermore, we are not constrained to evaluate derivatives only at the origin.

If we replace the argument of the delta fu¡ction by c-x, we evaluate the

derivative at c, In this case, we need only integrate beüween finite limits ø and

åsuchthata<c<b:

(4)

(þJ



b

fk) = I õ\c'x)f(x)d'x (6)

a,

If we call our displacement Ç instead of c and integrate over all *, then we r¡¡ill

thint of the resulü as a function rather than a single value' In general, then,

the act of differentiation can be viewed as an integtal operation, as follows:

I

f@= )õ"G-ÐKx)d*

we will also make use of the equivalent formula with the variables reversed:

f6ù= ) v(*-QflQdl

2,2 Integration by Parts (between infinite limits)

For integrable functions f and g which approach zero sufficiently

smoothly as r -å *o", integration by parts tells us that we can differentiate

whichever function we please when taking dot products:

oo

J rr*tt'roa* = - J rros@a*
-Oa -Og

It is amusing to see how this calculation looks when using identities (7) and

(8). We can write g'fd as follows:

oof
c'@ = ) õ'(x.-Qeft)dE

Then we .un Jor. nr' as follows:

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)
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"7i?
) f{*)s'{r)a* = ) rr, ) a'r'-?sE)avÆ (11)

-O.) -oO

If the functions are reasonably well behaved, we can execute the double

integration in whichever order we please. Consider

) ) rr*ta'ø-as(Qdxdl Í2)

,, *" "Ii* bwarcl the right with the delta tunction, we get back to where

we started. If we operate toward the left, using identity (7), we get:

t'

) - rrusruae (13)

W" h; moved the operation of differentiation from g to f. (Notice that the

need for the sign reversal follows from the parity of the delta operator.)

Aü this point, the reader should note the similarity between (12) and the

following examples: 
oo oo

(Ð integration by parts: t t ffùr'ø-At(Qd'r.dE

(iÐ vectorproducts:tf,,friï.f,) I DlI Dtz ..ø s"'' 
\í,itt )(t;)

(12)

(14)

(iä) DiraCs bra-ket notation for quantum mechanics: <flOlí> (15)

Notice that in all cases the "operator" can work either to the right or

left. DiraCs system was, in fact, developed to describe situaüions which might

be evaluated either as matrices (L4) or integ¡als (12), depending on the choice
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ofhow the physical system is described. The bra-ket notation does not require

the user to specify whether he is referring to vectors (finite/discrete basis) or

functions (infi nite/continuous baeis).

2.9 Integration by Parts between Finite Limits

We have seen how integration by parts can be done beüween infinite

limits. How can v/e handle the case of finite limits?

'we can think of this as being an integral of type (12) if we make use of the so-

called "characteristic function", chaúx,a,b), defi ned as:

b

Ifr*tr'øt*
ø

I 0 outside (øå)
cl:rar (x,ø,b) =l

[ 1 inside lø,ó,)

(16)

(17)

We will find it useful to designate this function in the following suggestive

\4ray:

char(x,a,b) = -j--l-
(we will leave out the limit ma¡kers a and b when they are clear from context.

In this notation, (16) can be written as:

ï ---t n r'o,*
!-o' b

(19)



We can now write this out like Eq' (12) as a double integral:

J þ,-..f{x)a' &-Qs (qdndE

This is the result we would ordinarily get from integration by parts'

2.4 Repeated Integration by Parts

Consider the integral:

10

(20)

As before, we will operate to the left, evaluating the integral on dr first' How

can we do ühis? Using itlentity (7), we think of it as differentiation, and make

use of the product rule, To indicate derivatives of the step functions, we

suggest the use ofthe following pictorial notations. It is hoped that the reader

will ñnd them to be self-explanatory.

- I +rn, + s-'r(Qt e@dE

This consists of üwo parts:

oo oo

f\n s-t:t.r's ez)
-OO -OO

The delta funcüions simply evaluate the product fcg al the points o and å; so

we get:

(2t)

b

rrl" - I rr16 r
a

(23)



b

!rrar'*t*
a

This can be done by two steps of integration by parts. Let us see how it works

with delta functions. As before, modify the problem so the limits become

infinite:

(l
I l¡Lfrxla"r*-Qs9)dxdE Q5)
J Jab

Xo* ol"ut" toward the left with the differentiator, using the binomial

theorem for derivatives:

(24)

L+ r(Q + 2\'tt +r\r"@t s@dE

There are three pieces to Eq, (26).

up:

"7 ,b

|.l\-rL. r' s = (f'e * s'fl\J--l l/ a

, I\r,c = ,,Àuo

(26)

Evaluate them separately, and add them

(because the delta functions
evaluate the derivative oflg
at points ø and ó)

b

tn r''= J r''
a

(28)

(29)

(30)

u¡ 

*, =pr.,,41u" . I ,,
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2.5 Fundamental Theorem of Calculus

The fundamental theorem of calculus says that integration is the same

as anti-differentiation. It can be stated simply as:

uJr*,*=nr1uo
(31)

a

With delta functions, it looks like this:

1t

J J-t-L õ'&-erv)d.Ed*

on"ruå the left:

A,b
- lL-...renat =rrul
:-t a

This is a "round about" way to arrive at an easy result. It is presented in

order to suggest an extension to two dimensions. The two-dimensional analog

of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus is the Divergence Theorem, i,e., the

divergence over a region is equal to the flux evaluated at the boundary.

This analogy suggests that the use of two-dimensional integral operators

based on taking the divergence ofthe two-dimensional delta function would be

an interesting area of study. However, in order to limit the scope of this

thesis, we will refrain from pursuing it further.

(32)

(33)



Chapter 3

CALCI.]LUS OF VARIATIONS

There are different ways in which mathematical ideas can arise'

certainly, the mixing together ofideas from different sources can be a source

of stimulation toward the development of new ideas. The author first

developecl these ideas on delta functions while learning calculus ofvariations'

At first it seemed that these ideas related specifically to that branch of

mathematics. Later, it became apparent that the technique in question dealt

specifically with integration by parts, and that the variational problem was

merely a particular application. In any case, the reader may be interested in

the problem which led to these ideas in the firsü place. whaü follows is an

account of how ühe author solved the problem of elastic strain in an in-finite

solid medium with a spherical cavity.

consider an infinite medium containing a spherical cavity ofradius 100

mm. If we push outward on the walls of the cavity, how can we describe the

distortion of the medium which will result?

We will assr¡me a spherically symmetrical displacement, meaning that

our description should entail a function of r alone. Now imagine that instead

of a solid medium like steel we have a still liquid. If we expand the cavity

from 100 to 101 rnm, then we can easily see that a particle of water 200 mm

from the origin will be pushed back Y+ mm, Let us use this as the basis of our
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I

I

t4

functional description:

/(100)= 1 ftoundarycondition)

f\200) = tJA

/(300) = U9 etc'

This function ought to be consistent with the idea that a volume element of

water remains the same size under the action of this function. Let us apply

the condition of constant volume to a moving spherical shell, and see if in fact

we can derive the inverse square law.

A typical shell, say, which starts at 200 mm, gets bigger in radius by a

proportion f(r) I r (= %1200 in this case). The area goes as the square of the

linear dimension, so the total increase ofarea is Zf(r) lr, or 0.257o' This should

be accompanied by a reduction in ühe thickness of the shell by an equal

percentage in order that the volume remain constant. The shell initially

occupies the interval (r, r+dr). After expansion, the interval becomes (r+/lr),

r+dr+f(r+dr)). The proporüional change in shell thickness is clearly

ffi&=f,r,t

Spherical shell being pushed outwards'



The condition that the volume of the shell remains constant is thus:

ry+fft)=0

This differential equation can be integrated.

A -ü. Zdr -dt_= __= _å _=
r-dr'r f

2log(r) = -lsg¡ï (except for constants)

tos (rz) = bs rll

"tl- 12

This is how water goes, Water is very easy to distort and very hard to

compress. Can we imagine a medium with the opposite characteristics? In

other words, it shoultl accommodate an internal stress by pure change in

volume, with no distortional effects.

This is a somewhat nonphysical case, corresponding to a Poisson's ratio

of 1= -1, as opposed to .1 < T < ,5 for most ordinary materials' Orientations

are preserved as scale changes, we have seen that the diameter of a spherical

shell changes by f(r) lr .uu;d¡er the mappingf and that the thickness of the shell

changes by f'(r), These quantities must be equal for distortionless change, so

we obtain the D.E:

(35)

(36)

Kr) df-dr (37)



This solves as df I f = d.r I r -+ f(r) - r
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(38)

which is the equation of distortionless change, as required.

We are now ready to return to the case of an infinite solid medium vrith

a spherical cavity, suppose we wish to evaluate the total elastic strain energy

of ùhe solid under the distortion g¡enby fb), For a simple spring, the energy

of distortion is given by Ytkx2, where t is the quantity of distortion. For linear

elastic media, it is reasonable to expecü equations of this type to govern strain

energy. We mugt simply remember to account for both kinds of strain:

volumetric and distortional. For volumetric change, we have seen that the

quantity in Eq. (35) gives a measure of the strain; therefore, for some constant

of stifûress å, we would expect the volumetric strain energy to be given by:

dLuo¡ = l2!(r rry . f'(r))z Anfdr

The distortional energy should be given by a similar formula based on Eq. (37):

dL¿¡"t = Yú<r(ry + f'(r))z Ant4dl (40)

(Note the stiffness constant is in general different.) Now we can state the

grand variational principle which we will try to satisfr -- if it is not already

obvious: For a given displacement of the boundary of the cavity, e.g., for

l(100) = 1, we will require thatf(r) assumes the shape which will minimize the

total strain energy, both volumetric and distortional, over the entire solid

medium.

(3e)
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A few remarks are in order. If we were only concerned with volumetric

strain, we would minimize the integral of Eq. (39) simply by seltitg f(r) -7Jr2.

since this takeg no account ofthe distortional strains we are creating, it seems

entirely plausible thaü in order to minimize the total energ'y we might well

modify the tlf relation somewhaù, either by increasing the exponent in the

denominator, or perhaps by multiplying by an exponential envelope. The effect

would be to shield the outer reaches of the medir¡m from the effects of the

swelling cavity. Since tlre !/r2 function is so "far-reaching", it might well be

worthwhile to incur some extra energy expenses in the near zone in order to

confine the region of distortion somewhat.

Let us write the integral of total strain energy. Combining Eqs' (39) and

(40), we gett

E¿o¡ = rzi O, rl + f')" + x, Ç - ¡')')an 'd,
100

We can obviously ignore the factor of Yz'4n Collecting terms, we get:

oo
f8,,- JÍ{+Kr+ Kr)fl+ (41\-21Ç)ifr + (K, + K,)'fzrzl dr

100

(41)

Ø2)

We are lstne f for f'(r) in order to abbreviate expressions like [f'(r)]'' Also, for

the time being, let us refer to the 3 constants in (42) as A, B, and C:



AKt + Kz=A

4Kz- 2IÇ= B

K1+ Kr= Q

So our goal is to minimize the value of the following integ¡al:

u=[iu'+affr+cÌzft¿r
100

18

(43a)

(43b)

(43c)

(44)

The technique of variational calculus is described well in Feynmann

(1964). We assume that f is the correct choice. Then any deviation from f
must lead to an increase in.E, If f were not a true minimizing function, then

a given deviation from f might either tend to increase or decreage the total

energ'y (first-order change),

In particular, \rye try to modifu / by adding a small "blip" to iü

somewhere, i,e,,

f(r) -+ f(r) + eõ(r-r,), e << 1 (45)

We then write ouü the condition that the change in the total energy should be

zero to a first-order approximation. The modified energy equation looks like

this:

oo

E + d,E = loe*zfõ)+ Bffir+ å¡" + 6fr) + c(ior'+zilr')dr
{oo (46)

In Eq. (44), the notation "ô" is intended to represent the blip we invoked

earlier, i.e,,:



õ <+ eõ(r-r")

ti ++ eiì(r-r")

We have omitted all second-order terms, which is

(implied) e2.

Now we compare Eq. (42), for E' with Eq.

subtracting these two equations, we get the formula

energy under the influence of õ:

i
d.E = ) e l(W + Bfi)õ(r"-r) + (Bfr + zCff)8î-r.)1dr

100

ö (r-r") = -å(r-r"). Therefore,

oo oorl
dE = ) e @ef + nfiòaî,-r)d.r - ) e (Bfr + 2cfi\àb.-r)Jdr

100 100

We will now convert Eq, (48) into two pieces corresponding to the form of Eq.

(6). We need only note, by parit'y considerations, that ô(r-r,) = ô(ro-r), while

19

(47a)

(47a)

to say, terms with an

(46), for E + dE. By

for the variation of the

(48)

(4e)

Since 100 ( ro ( oo, the delta functions in Eq. (49) evaluate appropriate

derivatives on their respective target functions, in accordance rvith Eq. (6). If

f is a true minimizing function the variation in energy dE should be zero no

matter where we locate the blip, i.e,, for arbitrary value of ro.

We can therefore set' d,E = 0 and write directly:

2Aflr") + 84flr.) = fiWrÍfr> * rtr'flòll r. 
(50)
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Notice that since ro was arbitrary, Eq. (50) must be true for all r > 100; so we

can replace r" with r. then we can execute the differentiation on the R.H.S.'

yielding:

zAf + Brf = Bf + Bi + aCi + zCrT (51)

In this way, we have converted our variational integral problem to an ordinary

differential equation. To solve it, we begin by collecting terms:

Ì¡'+zÌr+ffi>f =o (52)

Something surprising happens here. If we go back to Eqs. (41) defining

A, B, and C, we find that the expression (B-ZA)|\C reduces to -2. The solution

to our problem is going to be independent of its Poisson's ratio, because the

üerms in ühe equation which told us whether it is harder to distort or compress

have disappeared, We should start to suspect that steel will behave the same

way water does, If we execute the solution, this is in fact borne out:

if+zi'r-2f=o
^1assume I = T

.. ,: -n
trren t =:;7'r"

': nh+l)
' f''-
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Substitute f i and I back into D'8.:

nz+n 2n 2 ^," -V-{=v

n2 -n-2=O ì n=2ot t¿='1

Note: It is worthwhile to compare the logical steps leading from Eqs. (48) to
(51) \¡¡ith the traclitional method of variational calculus. There we also

have a õ, but it stands for an arbitrary deviation from the minimizing
fu¡ction, not restricted to a deviation in the form of a blip. We begin by
taking Eq. (48) and breaking it into two pieces:

f- t@

d.E = I eQAf + BfbsÎ)d'r + | e(Bfr +2cÌñáv)dr (4ea)
Jtoo Jloo

Note the integral on ô is positive (as contrasted with the negaüive sign
in Eq. (49)). Ñow we use integration by parts to get rid ofthe ô:

oo oo
ft
I (nf, * zCfÔ¡åØ¿r = (Bfr + zC¡r\alùl
{oo 

- 
'1oo

Í-fr (Bfr + zcfrz)õ(r)d'r (4eb)

The integrated portion is zero because we require õ(r) = 0 at r = 100 and
r = - inìrder to match the boundary conditions of the problem' The
remaining piece is replaced into Eq' (49a), giving

oo

dE = | ePAf + ai, -Lar(Bfr + 2Cfr\)õ(r)dr (4ec)

{oo

Since we require dE tn be zero for any choice of ô(r), we conclude that
the term wiihin the square brackets must be zero everywhere. This
gtves us ou¡ differenüial equation, the same as we got from Eq. (50).
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The "expected" solution, cIf ,isver:fred. The other solution, flr) - r, is

the distortionless case. A complete solution to a given problem uses a

superposiüion of the distortionless and compressionless cases to match the

gtated bounda¡y conditions. For our problem, only the !/r2 term is used,

Interestingly enough, for the converse problem, i'e,, the hydrostatically

compressed bowling ball, it is the distortionless term which gives the physical

angwer.

3.1 An Original Duality

Taylor's Theorem shows how a suitable (i.e., analytic) ft¡nction can be

expressed in terms of its derivatives evaluated at the origin. Using Eq. (4), it

is apparent thaü Taylor's Expansion Theorem can be expressed as follows:

Letcn= 
Ja"<-Aff*V"*

Then/(¡) = Co + Cfi + Cr{r*C'fi|

A surprising duality arises if we interchange the roles of delta functions with

powers of f:

I
Letd.n= J @) s@)dx (57)

Thens(*) = d"õ(*) + d'rõ'(x) + d,lP "' (58)

This unusual formula suggests that, for example, a square pulse can be

constructed from a series of delta functions like so:

(55)

(56)
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(59)= JL * å,,$,. #,-{tl-,...

(If we take Fourier Transforms of both sides of Eq. (59), we get the well-known

Taylor expansion for (si¡tx) I x)

The author proposes that expressions like Eq. (59) should be called

"Dirac Expansions". While there is certainly a widespread "de facto"

recognition that a function can be uniquely specified by its moment expansion

(Korner, 1988), it is quite uncommon to see expressions such as Eq. (59), where

the method of reconstructing the original function is explicitly set forth,

One example of a similar expression was provided to me by Paul

Chernoffof ühe University of California at Berkeley. In Gelfond, Vol. 1, p, 160,

we find (paraphrasing):

ô(r-1)=u(*)--P.g#

Itis not absolutely clear that Gelfond intends to synthesize an impulse atæ=1

by summation of a series of delta functions centred at the origin. Many

authorities continue to say, as did Lighthill (on p. 26 of "Generalized

Functions"), that any number of delta functions added up together would be

zero anywhere except aü ühe origin, A different interpretation of Eq. (60) is

that it is simply an expression of Taylor's Theorem, stripped of a "target"

function to act upon. Taylor's theorem comes from taking the "dot product" of

both sides ofEq. (60) with an arbitrary function (x):

(60)l"k)
3!
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J Â"lot'-ru" = J n"xx,l -f
-oO -Oa

l(1)=flo). ry.ry...
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(61)

(62)

A¡e we allowed to make a more graphical interpretation of expressions

such as (60)? In the following series of graphs, we show the summation of

terms in Eq. (59), where we replace the delta fturction by a sequence of

progressively narrower Gaussians, These graphs suggest that as the Gaussian

approaches the limiü of the delta ftrnction, the sum of the seriee does indeed

approach the square pulse, The number of terms needed for convergence,

however, increases rapidly,

One might ask why we would every want to use such an unusual system

to represenü a function, A good s¡omple is provided by electrostatic theory.

If we wish to calculate the potential due to a finite line of charge, it, is done

most easily by expanding the charge distribution into its Dirac expansion. The

field due to each component of the expansion series assumes an explicit

analytic form (i'e', monopole + quadrupole + higher order terms) which

converges rapidly if we are far from the source, The nearer we wish to

approach the source, the more terms are needed,
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CIIAPTER 5.

Conclusion

In this thesis, we discuss several calculations which ordinarily make use

of integration by parts. Here we present them using delta function methods.

In Chapter 2, we discuss integration by parts in detail, giving several

examples of how it would be done using delta functions.

In Chapter 3, we look at calculus of variations' The process of

converting an integral condition into a differential equation normally requires

integlation by parts. The same result can be achieved from a different point

of view by using delta functions.

In Section 3.1, we take the Fourier Transform of a Taylor Series and

create a moment expansion in the frequency domain, which we have called a

Dirac series. In this case, there is an unexpected benefit from writing out the

mathematical expressions using delta functions. Iübecomes possible to express

the relation between delta functions and powers of* as a duality. In other

words, a true mathematical statement is converted into another true statement

simply by reversing the roles of ô"(x) rvith ¡"/¿/.
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APPENDD( A

SUBSEQUENT REMARKS

The sequence of graphs presented in this thesis suggests that when the

delta function is defined as the limiting case of a Gaussian, we can use a

sequence of delta functions to approximate an arbitrary function i¡ the vicinity

of the origin. It has been asked whether the same kind of sequence can be

created based on other definitions of the delta function, and if so, whether the

coefficients of the terms in the series would depend on hòw the delta function

was defined.

A propos to this discussion, Professor Finlayson has suggested an

example of how the delta function could be defined in a way which would make

all its derivatives well-defined, but which could not possibly be used to build

up functions away from the origin' His example is based on the functio n n'tuxzt '

Consider the function defined as follows:

0 for-."<xlO
I

f(x) = |
e.(k 

(f fOr0<x<""
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This function is everywhere differentiable an infinite number of times, It is

similar to a unit step function; so as k -l 0, its flrrst derivative behaves like a

delta function, But, since it is perfectly flat to the left of the origin, no matter

how often it is differentiated, it will never build up to any value on the

negative x-axis.

This example shows that the existence ofall higher-order derivates does

not guarantee that the delta functions can be used as a basis to generate other

functions.


